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dealers
We have a small group of authorized,

independent dealers in various parts of
the United States. These dealers have
fabricated and constructed domes and can
offer you their personal experience and
expertise.

Some of these dealers purchase our
patented Natural Spaces dome connector
kit and produce our shell kit on a local
basis. This can save you substantial
shipping costs. Most of them also offer
contracting services enabling you to get
experienced local assistance in completing
your dome. 

We enjoy a dealer network who
believe in our unique dome building system.
Weíre proud to recommend them to you.

Foreign and overseas shipments of our
complete dome systems can be easily
accommodated in ocean-going containers.
Unloading is simple, if the owner
purchases the container, making it into an
on-site workshop.

Shipments of our dome systems in the
continental U.S. are handled in closed, 53í
semi-truck trailers. Rates are based on
miles, not weight. See our price list.

Natural Spaces Domes will continue to
provide and service dome structures
well into the future. Dennis Odin Johnson
and his fiance, Tessa Hill, have a clear and
dedicated mission to leave this Earth in a
healthier, more natural state than when
they entered. Dennisí son, Erik, works
full time at Natural Spaces Domes.
Tessaís daughter, Karina, works part time
during college summers. Jim, Nancy, Dick,
Darren, and the other hardworking,
experienced staff are dedicated to making
sure you get personal attention,
whether you are curious or serious
about domes. We think that is the least
you deserve. 
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Phone 800-733-7107 651-674-4292
Fax 651-674-5005

Email: nsd@naturalspacesdomes.com

Internet: www.naturalspacesdomes.com

www.beachdome.com
www.domesforsale.com
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Thanks to all
our wonderful
customers for
letting me take
pictures of all
their great dome

homes - D.O.J


